
 

 

 
Abstract—In general, most of the current augmented 

reality systems can combine 3D virtual scenes with live 

reality, and users usually interact with 3D objects of the 

augmented reality (AR) system through image recognition. 

Although the image-recognition technology has matured 

enough to allow users to interact with the system, the 

interaction process is usually limited by the number of 

patterns used to identify the image. It is not convenient to 

handle. To provide a more flexible interactive manipulation 

mode, this study imports the speech-recognition mechanism 

that allows users to operate 3D objects in an AR system 

simply by speech. In terms of implementation, the program 

uses Unity3D as the main development environment and the 

AR e-Desk as the main development platform. The AR e-

Desk interacts through the identification mechanism of the 

reacTIVision and its markers. We use Unity3D to build the 

required 3D virtual scenes and objects in the AR e-Desk and 

import the Google Cloud Speech suite to the AR e-Desk 

system to develop the speech-interaction mechanism. Then, 

the intelligent AR system is developed. 

 

Keywords—Intelligent Augmented Reality, Artificial 

Intelligence, Image Recognition, Speech Recognition, 

Augmented Reality 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ith the rapid improvement of information technologies, 

3D augmented reality (AR) technologies have been 
widely applied. The so-called “AR” adds 3D virtualized 
technologies to the senses of users to observe the environment. 
The technologies offer information about the real world as well 
as present virtual information. The complementation and 
stacking of both types of information can lead to a complete 
picture of the environment where the users are situated.  

The AR technology primarily includes multimedia, 3D 
modeling, real-time video display control, multi-sensor fusion, 
real-time tracking, and scene fusion. In general, AR has three 
characteristics: (1) combined information of real and virtual 
worlds, (2) immediate interactivity, and (3) ability to add the 

 
 

locations of 3D virtual objects in 3D space.  
The 3D AR technology has been extensively applied in 

different areas including military, medicine, architecture, 
engineering, film and television, and entertainment [1-8]. 
However, there are three main display devices, namely the 
headgear, mobile, and open-space devices. We will introduce 
them later in this section. 

A. Headgear: 

Headgears are well-known display devices, among which 
Microsoft HoloLens, as shown in Fig.1, is the most 
representative. Microsoft HoloLens [9] is a key device for using 
Windows Holographic as a pair of smart glasses operating 
through Windows 10. It relies on advanced sensors, high-
definition 3D optical head-mounted display with all-angle 
transparent screens, as well as surround sound. It allows users 
to communicate with each other through eye contact, speech, or 
hand gestures in the user interface in AR. 

As the HoloLens headgear boosts the function of 
Holographic, it is not limited to applications in virtual reality 
(VR) or AR. In other words, it should be used more widely. In 
addition, what significantly distinguishes HoloLens from other 
headgear is that the former is in itself a computer capable of 
independent calculations without the need to connect to 
computer servers. Further, HoloLens can also deliver or receive 
system information in VR through wireless transmission, so 
that users can operate in a completely wireless and unrestricted 
manner.  

Despite the magnificent 3D display functions of HoloLens 
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Fig. 1. Microsoft Hololens [9] 
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and other AR headgears, their interaction control is mostly 
through gesture operation, and it is difficult to interact more 
intuitively with the real objects in the scene. In addition, each 
user should be equipped with a set of HoloLens to access the 
AR system, and each set is expensive, while there is still room 
for improvement in the technology to simultaneously present 
the system to multiple people. 

B. Mobile devices: 

When you submit your final version, after your paper has 
been accepted, prepare it in two-column format, including 
figures and tables. 

Presenting AR systems with mobile phones is a less 
expensive option, compared to using a headgear. Currently, a 
large number of smart phones have AR functions. In particular, 
the depth camera in the dual lens would monitor real 
information, which is used to construct the necessary real scene 
and realize AR combining 3D virtual objects. Currently, the 
mobile phones with AR features in the market include ASUS 
Zenfone AR, Lenovo Phab 2 Pro, and Apple iPhone X.  

For example, ASUS Zenfone AR [10, 11], which is a 5.7-
inch smart phone, is the first in the world to adopt the Tango 
system and support Daydream, as shown in Fig. 2. The Tango 
system is an innovative technology developed by Google for 
AR, which also supports the Daydream View headgear 
designed by Google for mobile VR. 

C. Open-space devices: 

Open-space AR devices often vary in size. They can be as 
small as a table and as large as an entire room. Such devices 
usually can be shared by multiple users for watching and even 
interacting with one another simultaneously. In general, it is 
often used in open work display or other highly interactive 
environments. For example, as shown in Fig.3, at the 2019 
Summer Travel Exhibition in Taiwan [12], the original AR rock 
climbing facility in the “Go Star Challenge Extreme Sports 
Center” in a duty-free shop was converted into an AR motion 
sensing game. The audience can experience the game at the 
scene. 

AR system provides headgear, mobile devices and other 
related devices for image rendering. However, it still lacks the 
interaction friendly. In order to solve this problem, this study 
imported speech recognition technology, so that AR users can 
directly control the AR system. At present, many speech 

recognition technologies have been proposed. In this study, we 
must consider two important factors when importing speech 
recognition. One is the accuracy of speech recognition, and the 
other is the performance of speech recognition. 

Filippidou and Moussiades [21] compared the accuracy of 
three different speech recognition technologies, including IBM, 
Google, and Wit, in 2020. They used three Speaker for 
measurement analysis. It showed that Google had a lower Word 
Error Rate (WER) than IBM and Wit. Google also provided 
better speech recognition accuracy than IBM and Wit. In terms 
of real-time performance analysis, this study also performed the 
frame-per-second (FPS) monitoring through the Unity Profiler. 
From the experimental results, it can be found that this study 
can still maintain the performance of higher than 30FPS after 
the introduction of Google Speech System. That is, the system 
can also achieve the goal of real-time in our system. 

II. RELEVANT STUDIES 
With the development of Internet and information 

technologies, AR technologies have been gradually applied in 
many areas of daily life such as games [13], education [14], 
industry [15] and other related fields. These areas are 
introduced next: 

A. Games: 

Pokemon Go is a location-based AR action game, as shown 
in Fig.4. In 2016, it reached every corner of the world, with 
rapidly increasing popularity and considerable economic 
revenue. Through 1,000 qualitative surveys on positive and 
negative feelings of users in experiencing Pokemon Go, 

 
Fig. 2. AR application for interior design using ASUS Zenfone [10] 

 
Fig. 3. The 2019 Summer Travel Exhibition in Taiwan [12] 

  
Fig. 4. Two in-game scenes from Pokémon GO. Capturing 

the Pokémon (left), moving in the virtual world (right). [13] 
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Paavilainen et al. [13] discovered that players generally think 
highly of the mobility and social functions, game mechanics, 
and branding. However, they reported negative experience 
because of the occurrence of technical issues, unequal game 
opportunities, erroneous behaviors of other players and non-
players, and unsophisticated game design. Such results offer 
useful reference for research and design for the academia and 
industry professionals.  

B. Education: 

Barrow et al. [14] stated in their paper in 2019 that different 
levels of education, from public outreach activities to the 
academic field, have the opportunity to utilize the AR 
technology. The greatest appeal of AR is that the virtual and 
real environments can offer learners a blended learning 
experience that has different types including learning by 
teaching, learning by experience, and learning by exercise. 
Based on the diversity in learning experience through AR, 
Barrow et al. developed an AR-focused application that allows 
learners to switch from an ordinary learning environment to a 
highly interactive space, as shown in Fig.5. They also addressed 
the potential influence of intervening in advanced education 
(undergraduates or postgraduates). 

C. Industry  

AR is one of the essential technologies of Industry 4.0 and an 
important tool for producing the next generation of automated 
and digitalized factories. In the case of shipyards, as relevant 
information on ship manufacturing is essential for workers, the 
AR technology can assist them in acquiring the necessary 
information conveniently and efficiently. One of the ten biggest 
ship manufacturers, Navantia, has been actively studying the 
application of AR in the shipyard industry. Fernández-Caramés 
et al. [15] published a paper in 2018 on Sensors, titled “A Fog 
Computing and Cloudlet Based Augmented Reality System for 
the Industry 4.0 Shipyard.” They explained the industrial AR 
framework of Navantia, operated based on Cloudlet and Fog 
Computing, as shown in Fig.6. 

In this framework, AR is displayed using Microsoft 
HoloLens, as shown in Fig.7. The experimental results show 
that at a small capacity (less than 128 KB), the industrial AR is 
considerably fast in transmission and that when the transmitted 

file is relatively large, it still exhibits satisfactory performance, 
compared to those of other systems.  

D. Other related fields 

Besides games, education, industry, image recognition and 
speech recognition are often involved in facial image tracking, 
remote control of vehicles and other applications. Moreano and 
Palomino [17], for example, used the Super Vector Machine in 
2020 to improve the efficiency of facial image recognition. 
They calculated and analyzed the facial images in the FERET 
and MUCT databases. Their method achieved more than 96% 
in the image recognition accuracy. 

In addition, Pantazoglou et al. [18] developed a set of 
automatic speech recognition technology in the conjunction of 

  
Fig. 5. Barrow et al. developed an AR-focused application in 

Windows tablet for education survey. [14] 

  
Fig. 7. In the industrial AR framework, it is displayed using 

Microsoft HoloLens. [15] 

 

 
Fig. 6. The industrial AR framework of Navantia. [15] 
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Greek voice recognition technology and machine learning. This 
automatic speech recognition technology was applied in the 
remote control vehicles. It effectively reduced the computing 
costs of remote control vehicles, and improved its accuracy, as 
shown in Figure 8. 

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Conceptual Design 

To create this intelligent AR interactive system, our research 
adopted Unity3D as the main software for development. 
Unity3D is not only a multi-platform 3D developing software; 
its applications can also integrate peripheral devices and 
systems of different kinds including the open-space AR system 
devices and the development environment for the Google Cloud 
Speech Recognition required by our research. Therefore, 
Unity3D is extremely suitable as a 3D integrated development 
software in our study. In terms of the open-space AR system, 
we built an AR interactive e-desk system that relies on 
reacTIVision [16] for operation. For the function of speech 
recognition in the e-desk system, we also introduced the Unity 
Package from Google Cloud Speech Recognition, as shown in 
Fig.9. 

B. Development of AR e-Desk system with reacTIVision 

The so-called reacTIVision [16] is an open-source, multi-
platform computer visual development environment. This 

method used TUIO client application to project interactive 
images through the projector into the interactive plane, where a 
user can locate the fiducial markers. The reacTIVision used the 
camera to identify the markers and determined the user's 
interaction instructions. That is, the user can give instructions 
using the reacTIVision method, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 

It can quickly and accurately recognize images based on 
fiducial markers and allow for multi-touch operation. In 
addition, reacTIVision is a development framework for table-
based tangible user interface developed by Martin 
Kaltenbrunner and Ross Bencina. It can be implemented on 
Windows, Mac OS, and Linux systems.  

C. Development of required speech recognition function 

using Google Cloud Speech Recognition 

The Google Cloud Platform is a cloud computing service 
leveraging Google’s core architecture, data analysis, and 
machine learning. Google Cloud Speech Recognition, on the 
other hand, is a speech-recognition service provided on the 
Google Cloud Platform. This technology can transform voice 
messages into texts through machine learning. With the Google 
Cloud Speech API on the Google Cloud Platform, developers 
can use its powerful and most advanced deep learning neural 
network algorithm to turn speech into words. The API can 
recognize more than 80 languages and dialects, thus supporting 
users from different regions globally. 

This study adopts the length-linear function and unigram-
and-bigram function [19], as shown in Equations 1 and 2, 
proposed by Aleksic et al. in the Google Speech Recognition to 

 
Fig. 11. The fiducial markers of reacTIVision. 

  
Fig. 8. The  generic Greek model flow chart proposed by Pantazoglou 

et al. [18] 

 
Fig. 9. The conceptual design proposed by this study. 

 
Fig. 10. The development concept of reacTIVision. 
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construct the contextual model. This design provides fairly 
accurate recognition results. 

 

The length-linear function is defined as follows: 
sB(w|H) = f1(length(Hw)) = (n-1)p2+p1 (1) 

 

The unigram-and-bigram function is defined as follows: 
sB(w|H) = f2(length(Hw)) = p1 , if n=1 (2) 

sB(w|H) = f2(length(Hw)) = p2 , if n>=2 

 
where sB(w|H) denotes a raw biasing model, w is the analysis 
word, H is a history state, Hw is the language model score of n-
grams, and p1 and p2 indicate the control parameters for biasing 
model. 

In general, word error rate (WER) [20, 21] is usually used to 
measure the accuracy of automatic speech recognition (ASR), 
as shown in Equation 3. 

 
WER = (S+D+I) / N (3) 

 
where S indicates the number of replacements, D denotes the 
number of deletions, I is the number of inserts, and N indicates 
the number of analysis words. 

D. System implementation 

The smart AR interaction systems that we planned to develop 
include the AR e-desk subsystem and speech recognition 
subsystem, as shown in Fig.12. In particular, the AR e-desk 
subsystem involves the AR virtual-scene construction module, 
AR virtual-scene map-construction module, AR image-
recognition module, and AR interactive module, whereas the 
speech-recognition subsystem encompasses the speech input 
interface module, speech-analysis module, speech response 
module, etc. The main functions of each module are described 
as follows: 

 AR virtual-scene construction: 

The main function of this module is to construct the required 
AR virtual scenes through Unity3D, whereas the required 3D 
related models within the scenes would be produced from 3D 
Studio Max.  
 AR virtual-scene map construction: 
The module is mainly used to build a map for the 3D virtual 

scenes, and the map helps outline the necessary limits for 
recognition in the AR image-recognition module.  
 AR image recognition: 
This module is used to recognize the required fiducial 

markers. To this end, we have introduced the TUIO suite to 
facilitate the recognition.  
 AR interactive: 
This module can receive the results from the AR image-

recognition module and offer a certain response in the system 
based on the results including the control of rotation of 3D 
models.  
 Speech input interface: 
In addition to interaction using images, to enable easier 

interaction, we also created a speech input interface, which can 
only be operated in conjunction with the speech-analysis 
module. This current module is mostly used to read the users’ 
speech content. 
 Speech analysis: 
This module processes the input of speech content from the 

speech input interface module and analyzes the content with 
Google Speech API. It then transcribes the speech into words 
and transmits them to the speech response module.  
 Speech response: 
The module receives the texts produced by the speech-

analysis module and responds to the system based on the 
content, so that the 3D models in the system can react 
accordingly.  

IV. RESULTS OF IMPLEMENTATION 
Our system was developed using a CPU of Intel Core i7-

6700HQ 2.6 GHz, 8 GB memory, and Windows 10 operating 
system. We wrote the program and integrated the system with 
Unity3D, C# programming language, Visual Studio, 
reacTIVision suite, Google Cloud Speech Recognition, and 
other software. Finally, we presented it in the form of an AR e-
desk system.  

The system is divided into the AR e-desk and speech-
recognition subsystems. The AR e-desk subsystem aims to act 
as a mechanism that allows for AR interaction through image 
recognition. Thus, we adopted the reacTIVision suite and its 
fiducial marker image and developed four key modules, namely 
the AR virtual-scene construction, AR virtual-scene map 
construction, AR image recognition, and AR interactive. Each 
of these is presented in an AR e-desk, as shown in Figs. 13 and 
14. 

In addition, considering interactive control, we utilized the 
Google Cloud Speech API to operate the speech-recognition 
subsystem and developed three modules, namely speech input 
interface, speech analysis, and speech response, for speech 
interactive control. In particular, this subsystem features a 
function of speech control in the AR system. To this end, we 

 
Fig. 12. System structure. 
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imported the Google Cloud Speech API to develop the 
necessary speech modules including StartRecord(), 
StopRecord(), StartedRecordEventHandler(), FinishedRecord 
EventHandler(), and other functions related to speech recording, 
as shown in Fig. 15.  

In addition, we built a speech-analysis module to analyze 

speech and to recognize the operational commands in the 
speech. Thus we created relevant programs for speech analysis 
including SetLanguage(), RecognitionSuccessEvemtHandler(), 
GetOperationDataSuccessEventHandler(), SetContext(), 
Recognize(), and ApplySpeechContextPhrase(). The speech 
response module produces corresponding responses based on 
the results from the speech-analysis module.  

To integrate the AR e-desk and speech-recognition 
subsystems into an intelligent AR system, we implemented a 
game system, named AR Tank War to test the interactive 
mechanism of AR and speech recognition. This game system is 
developed around the theme of tank war, where apart from the 
tank controlled by the player, there are three enemy tanks 
controlled by the computer. Each tank would patrol in its own 
defense area. When the player tank enters these areas, the 
enemy tanks would fire on the player tank until the latter leaves. 
Meanwhile, the player tank must defeat the enemy within the 
time limit, as shown in Fig. 16. 

With the interactive design through reacTIVision and speech 
recognition, players can control their tank with operations such 
as forward, backward, left, right, and attack, as shown in Fig.17. 

 
Fig. 13. AR e-desk. 

 
Fig. 14. This study imports fiducial markers from the reacTIVision 

suite 

 

 
Fig. 15. The functions of speech recording in the Speech Input 

Interface Module 

 
Fig. 16. The system scene 

 
Fig. 17. Players can use the reacTIVision and speech recognition to 
control their tanks such as forward, backward, left, right, and attack 
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For example, the user can give the attack instructions by voice 
when playing, and steer the direction of tank through the 
fiducial markers at the same time.  

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
In intelligent augmented reality system, in addition to image 

recognition, speech recognition and other interactive 
mechanisms, real-time is also very important. That is, its 
execution effectiveness must reach more than 30 frames per 
second (FPS). To monitor whether the system can achieve the 
goal of real-time, this study analyzes the computational 
efficiency of the developed system. 

To analyze the performance of the AR e-desk subsystem and 
the speech-recognition system, we utilized the profile analyzer 
from Unity to extract 299 frames from the game operation, and 
listed the 100-frames execution time in the 299 frames, as 
shown in Table 1. The game testing involves movement control 
and attacks of the player tank, as well as the patrol detection and 
attacks of the enemy tank, including such operations as 
explosion of enemy tanks after the firing. 

According to the experimental results in Table 1, the entire 
execution time of the 100 frames was 2.079 seconds, of which 
the speech recognition portion accounted for 41.07 percent. Of 
all 100 frames, only 3 frames, including frame 35, frame 39 and 
frame 81, have an execution time of more than 30ms, and most 
of the frames have an execution time of around 20ms. That is, 
its execution results are quite good. 

 
Table1. The execution time of AR tank game 

(CPU usage in milliseconds) 

Frame SR AR 
TW 

Total 
Time 

 Frame SR AR 
TW 

Total 
Time 

1 7.84 11.96 19.8  51 7.42 12.06 19.48 
2 11.54 11.41 22.95  52 8.17 13.46 21.63 
3 8.84 12.06 20.9  53 9.88 12.51 22.39 
4 8.71 11.96 20.67  54 8.07 12.3 20.37 
5 7.66 10.66 18.32  55 7.48 12.45 19.93 
6 9.26 11.8 21.06  56 12.9 11.51 24.41 
7 7.61 12.31 19.92  57 7.47 13.34 20.81 
8 7.79 14.73 22.52  58 9.64 11.56 21.2 
9 7.83 17.33 25.16  59 8.47 12.68 21.15 
10 7.21 14.04 21.25  60 7.34 12.5 19.84 
11 10.75 12.14 22.89  61 7.54 14.13 21.67 
12 8.47 12.34 20.81  62 10.16 11.51 21.67 
13 8.13 12.4 20.53  63 7.89 12.39 20.28 
14 7.74 11.1 18.84  64 8.32 11.7 20.02 
15 9.84 12.44 22.28  65 7.38 11.95 19.33 
16 8.39 10.62 19.01  66 9.3 10.67 19.97 
17 7.73 11.46 19.19  67 7.88 11.1 18.98 
18 7.46 11.46 18.92  68 8.01 11.7 19.71 
19 9.44 11.49 20.93  69 7.61 11.04 18.65 
20 8.18 11.56 19.74  70 9.75 10.64 20.39 
21 8.02 11.6 19.62  71 7.9 12.1 20 
22 7.63 14.22 21.85  72 8 11.25 19.25 
23 7.53 13.11 20.64  73 7.74 12.81 20.55 
24 10.06 12.81 22.87  74 7.69 11.75 19.44 

25 7.81 14.78 22.59  75 9.55 10.39 19.94 
26 7.9 10.87 18.77  76 7.87 11.98 19.85 
27 7.76 11.24 19  77 7.68 10.78 18.46 
28 9.97 11.26 21.23  78 7.5 11.59 19.09 
29 8.01 11.23 19.24  79 9.48 11.85 21.33 
30 7.71 11.41 19.12  80 8.76 10.94 19.7 
31 7.62 11.02 18.64  81 7.68 24.43 32.11 
32 9.63 11.87 21.5  82 7.27 11.97 19.24 
33 7.88 10.96 18.84  83 9.77 11.2 20.97 
34 7.61 12.41 20.02  84 7.59 11.59 19.18 
35 16.79 14.4 31.19  85 7.35 12.21 19.56 
36 10.61 14.4 25.01  86 7.57 10.79 18.36 
37 8.11 12.27 20.38  87 9.32 11.02 20.34 
38 8.27 11.58 19.85  88 7.61 11.15 18.76 
39 8.1 24.49 32.59  89 7.48 11.93 19.41 
40 7.95 12.26 20.21  90 7.74 10.78 18.52 
41 9.63 12.43 22.06  91 7.51 12.07 19.58 
42 8.23 11.12 19.35  92 9.18 12.07 21.25 
43 7.69 11.31 19  93 8 11.33 19.33 
44 7.66 12.42 20.08  94 15.72 11.93 27.65 
45 9.76 10.4 20.16  95 8.71 10.71 19.42 
46 8.32 12.54 20.86  96 10.18 13.3 23.48 
47 7.86 11.9 19.76  97 8.39 12.18 20.57 
48 7.74 11.23 18.97  98 7.52 13.46 20.98 
49 9.58 11.39 20.97  99 7.46 13.76 21.22 
50 7.69 10.45 18.14  100 9.47 12.05 21.52 

Total execution time of SR: 853.92ms 
Total execution time of ARTW: 1225.22ms 
The complete total execution time: 2079.14ms 
The Ratio of SR: 41.07% 
SR: Speech Recognition 
ARTW: AR Tank War (without Speech Recognition) 
 
We analyzed the performances of speech recognition and AR 

tank war separately in the analysis. During the experiment on 
game-operation performance, the overall average frame time is 
20.85 ms, in which speech recognition took 8.49 ms and AR 
tank war took 12.36 ms; thus, the average performance can 
exceed 30 FPS, as shown in Figs. 18, 19 and Table 2. 

 
Table2. Performance analysis (CPU usage) 

Execution 
Function 

Average Frame 
Time (ms) 

Max Frame 
Time (ms) 

Min Frame 
Time (ms) 

Speech 
Recognition 8.49 (41%) 16.79 7.04 

AR Tank 
War (without 

Speech 
Recognition) 

12.36 (59%) 26.76 10.03 

Total 20.85  
 
In addition, the maximum frame times for speech recognition 

and AR tank war are 16.79 ms and 26.76 ms, respectively. 
Although both frame times are twice their averages, the frames 
that produce these two maximums are not the same and do not 
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continue to occur. Therefore, they do not result in the 
immediacy of interaction in the system. According to the above 
performance analysis, the system can still maintain real-time 
interaction mechanism after importing speech recognition. 

VI. DISCUSSION 
According to the performance analysis results of Section5, 

the system can indeed carry out the system requirements, 
including real-time image processing, real-time speech 
recognition, high accuracy of speech instructions and so on. But 
in fact, not all image recognition technology and speech 
recognition technology can achieve these goals. This is one of 
the reasons why this study used the reacTIVision for image 
recognition interaction. From the experimental results, the high-
performance advantage of reacTIVision effectively improved 
the performance of the system. 

Although this system can achieve real-time performance 
after integrating the reacTIVision and Google Speech 
Recognition, the complexity of system content, such as the 
number of triangles in 3D models, is also one of the key factors 
affecting execution performance. Therefore, developers still 
have to control the complexity of system content to meet the 
real-time requirements. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
To develop an intelligent AR interaction system, we used 

Unity3D as our main operating environment and built an 
intelligent AR interactive desk game system. It combines the 
reacTIVision fiducial marker image-recognition technology 
and Google Cloud Platform, manipulating objects in the game 
using both image and speech recognition. To leverage the 
reacTIVision fiducial marker image-recognition technology, 
we introduced TUIO and the Uniducial library to facilitate the 
recognition of fiducial marker images and therefore control the 
3D objects in the game system. In addition, on the Google 
Cloud Platform, we adopted Google Cloud Speech API for 
speech recognition, so that commands can be given through 

voice (such as attack, forward, and backward). After the 
integration, this game system no longer requires a mouse or 
keyboard for control and relies entirely on image and speech 
recognition for interaction. Image recognition and speech 
recognition are also the two main areas that drive AI 
applications at present. If these two technologies can be 
effectively applied to the game system under the condition of 
real-time execution, it will help the development of intelligent 
games. In addition, our system is based on Unity, an instrument 
software that enables multi-platform development. This means 
that our development content also has the feature of multi-
platform porting and development. Therefore, our system offers 
a flexible space for multi-platform development in the future. 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 
In recent years, most AR systems have concentrated on 

interaction technologies. However, our research has 
incorporated image and speech recognition, which is a step 
forward for 3D systems towards intelligent technologies. It is 
expected that there would be more intelligent technologies 
integrated into 3D interaction systems to provide more superior 
human operation and interaction experience. 
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